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This is a study of the completeness properties of the space C,(X) of continuous real-valued 
functions on a topological space X, where the function space has the compact-open topology. 
The properties range from complete metrizability to the Bake space property. The typical result 
gives a characterization of a completeness property on C,(X) in terms of some topological 
property on X. 
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1. Introduction 
The set of all real-valued continuous functions on a topological space X is often 
topologized by either the topology of pointwise convergence or the compact-open 
topology. These spaces will be denoted by C,(X) and C,(X), respectively. The 
completeness properties of C,(X) were studied in [7], and in particular, the proper- 
ties of complete metrizability, Tech completeness, pseudo-completeness, and weak 
cr-favorability were characterized in terms of properties on X. Also the Baire space 
property was partially characterized. Basically, the situation is that C,(X) is seldom 
complete. In fact C,(X) is eech complete if and only if X is a countable discrete 
space-in which case C,(X) is a countable power of the space R of real numbers. 
Even for C,(X) to be pseudo-complete, when X is normal, it is necessary and 
sufficient that every countable subset of X be closed. 
In this paper we study the completeness properties of C,(X). The situation in 
this case is somewhat analogous to the case for the topology of pointwise conver- 
gence; however, completeness of C,(X) is much more likely. Roughly speaking, 
the use of finite subsets of X should be replaced by the use of compact subsets of 
X. This introduces some additional problems, so that for some properties, only 
partial characterizations have been obtained. 
Throughout this paper, all spaces will be Tychonoff spaces. 
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2. Uniform completeness of C,(X) 
There are two ways to consider the topology on C,(X). 
First, one can use as subbase the family {[A, V]: A is a compact subset of X and 
V is an open subset of W}, where [A, V] = {f~ C,(X): f(A) c V}. But one can also 
consider this topology as the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, 
in which case the basic open sets will be of the form (f, A, E) = 
{g E G(X): k(x) -f( )I x < E for all x E A}, where f~ C,(X), A is a compact subset 
of X, and E is a positive real number. 
The latter way of thinking about the topology on C,(X) comes naturally from 
the uniformity of uniform convergence on compact sets. One kind of completeness 
on C,(X) is for this uniformity to be complete. In this case we will say that C,(X) 
is uniformly complete. Now completeness with respect to some specified uniformity 
is not a topological property, and would thus not normally be considered as a 
completeness property. However, uniform completeness of C,(X) is well-used and 
can be characterized in terms of a topological property of X. So we include this as 
a completeness property. 
The space C,(X) is a locally convex linear topological space, and is therefore 
homogeneous. Because of this we will sometimes be able to use basic neighborhoods 
of the zero function instead of arbitrary basic open sets. 
The term b-space in the next theorem means a space X such that whenever f is 
a real-valued function on X having the property that its restriction to each compact 
subspace of X is continuous, then f is continuous. The following theorem can be 
found originally in [12] (also see [4]). 
Theorem 2.1. The space C,(X) is uniformly complete if and only if X is a k-space. 
We give a sketch of the proof of this theorem. Suppose C,(X) is uniformly 
complete and f 1 A is continuous for each compact A. Each f 1 A can be extended 
to fA E C,(X). The net {fA} is Cauchy and therefore converges (to f) in C,(X). 
Conversely, let X be a &space and let {fa} be a Cauchy net in C,(X). For each 
compact A, let fA be the limit of { fa 1 A} in C,(A). Then the combination function 
of {fA} is continuous and is the limit of {fa} in C,(X). 
3. Metrizahility of C,(X) 
In this section we show that a number of properties of C,(X) are equivalent to 
metrizability. Also another group of properties on C,(X) are equivalent to sub- 
metrizability, that is, the property of having a coarser metrizable topology. Some of 
these properties will be used in the sequel. In the first theorem, an almost u-compact 
space is one which has a dense o-compact subset. 
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Theorem 3.1. The following are equivalent. 
(a) C,(X) is submetrizable. 
(b) Compact subsets of C,(X) are G, sets in C,(X). 
(c) Points ofCk(X) are G6 sets in C,(X). 
(d) C,(X) has a G, diagonal. 
(e) X is almost u-compact. 
Proof. (a) + (b) and (a) + (d): Let cp: C,(X)+ M be a continuous bijection onto a 
metric space M. If K is a compact subset of C,(X), then p(K) is compact and is 
hence a G8 set in M. Since cp is one-to-one, then K is a G6 set in C,(X). Also 
cp x (o maps the diagonal of C,(X) onto the diagonal of M, which is a G, set in M x M. 
(b) + (c) and (d) + (c): These are immediate. 
(c)+(e): Suppose f-l {(fO, A,, F,): n EN} = {fO}, where f0 is the zero map. Let 
A = I.j {A,,: n EN}, and suppose that there exists an x E X\A. Letf, E C,(X) so that 
f,(x) f 0 and f,(A) = (0). Then f, #fO, but f, in {(fO, A,, 8,): n EN}. Since this is a 
contradiction, then X = A, so that X is almost a-compact. 
(e) + (a): Let I_, {A,,: n E N} be a dense subset of X, where each A, is compact. 
Let S = C {A,,: n E N} be the topological sum of the A,, and let cp : S + X be the 
natural map. Then the induced map cp*: C,(X) + C,(S), defined by q*(f) =fo cp, 
is continuous and is one-to-one since p(S) is dense in X. But C,(C {A,,: n EN}) is 
homeomorphic to n {C,(A,): n EN}, and each &(A,) is completely metrizable 
since the supremum metric generates the compact-open topology whenever the 
domain is compact. Therefore C,(S) is metrizable. 0 
The next theorem lists some of the properties on C,(X) which are equivalent to 
metrizability. One of these properties is that of being of point countable type, which 
means that each point is contained in a compact set having countable character. 
We also consider the more general property of being a q-space. This is a space such 
that for each point there exists a sequence {U,,: n EN} of neighborhoods of that 
point so that if x, E U,, for each n then {x,: n EN} has a cluster point. Another 
property stronger than being a q-space is that of being an M-space, which can be 
characterized as a space that can be mapped onto a metric space by a quasi-perfect 
map (a continuous closed function having countably compact point inverses). 
Finally, a hemicompact space is a space X which has a sequence {A,,: n E N} of 
compact subsets such that every compact subset of X is contained in some A,,. The 
equivalence of (a), (b) and (g) in the next theorem was first proved in [3]. 
Theorem 3.2. The following are equivalent. 
(a) C,(X) is metrizable. 
(b) C,(X) is3rst countable. 
(c) C,(X) is ofpoint countable type. 
(d) C,(X) has a dense subspace of point countable type. 
(e) C,(X) is an M-space. 
(f) C,(X) is a q-space. 
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(g) X is hemicompact. 
Proof. (a)+(b)+(c)+(f), (a)+(e)+(f), and (c)+(d) are all immediate. 
(d) + (c): Let 2 be a dense subspace of C,(X) which is of point countable type. 
Then Z contains a compact subset K having a countable base {U,,: n E N} in Z. 
Each U,, can be extended to an open W,, in C,(x). To see that { W,,: n E h4} is a base 
for K in C,(X), let W be an open neighborhood of K in C,(X). Then there exists 
an open V in C,(X) which contains K and whose closure, v, in C,(X) is contained 
in W. Now there exists a U,, such that U,, c Vn Z. But then W,, c vc W. Finally, 
since C,(X) is homogeneous, it will be of point countable type. 
(f)+(g): Suppose that C,(X) is a q-space. Then the zero function fO has a 
sequence {(j& A,,, s,): n E kd> such that if g, E (fO, A,,, F,) for each n, then {g,: n E f+J} 
has a cluster point in C,(X). Let A = U {A,,: n E N}, and suppose that there exists 
an x E X\A. Then for each n, let g, E C,(X) be such that g,(A,) = (0) and g,(x) = n. 
Each g, E (fO, A,,, E,), but {g,: n E RJ} cannot have a cluster point in C,(X). With 
this contradiction, we conclude that X = U {A,: n E hd}. 
Now using Theorem 3.1, we may suppose without loss of generality that 
n {(fO, A,,, E,): n E N} = {fo}. We also suppose that the closure of each (fO, A,+l, E,,,~) 
is contained in (fO, A,,, E,). Then if g, E (fO, A,, E,) for each n, {g,: n EN} has fO as 
a cluster point. Now assume that there exists a compact subset K of X such that 
for each n, K is not contained in A,,; say x, E K\A,. Then for each n, there exists 
a g, E C,(X) such that g,(A,) = (0) and g,(x,) = 1. Each g, E (fO, A,, E,); but each 
g, g (fO, A, l), so that fO is not a cluster point of {g,: n E N}. This is a contradiction, 
and hence we see that every compact subset of X is contained in some A,,. 
(g) + (a): This is an extension of the proof that (e) + (a) in Theorem 3.1. Suppose 
that X = U {A,,: n E hJ>, where each A, is compact, and where every compact subset 
of X is contained in some A,,. Let S = C {A,,: n E fY} be the topological sum of the 
A,, and let cp : S -+ X be the natural map. Since cp is a compact covering map onto 
a dense subset of X, then the induced map cp*: C,(X) + C,(S), defined by q*(f) = 
j-0 cp, is an embedding. Since C,(S) is homeomorphic to fl{ Ck(A,): n E bJ}, it is 
metrizable; and thus C,(X) is metrizable. 0 
4. Some completeness properties of C,(X) 
A space is tech complete if it is a G, subset of any Tychonoff space in which it 
is densely embedded. Now every eech complete space is sieve complete, which can 
be characterized as a continuous open image of a tech complete space (cf. [ 141 or 
[ll]). Also every sieve complete space is of point countable type. As we shall see, 
these completeness properties on C,(X) all imply that X is a k-space (i.e., the 
closed subsets of X are precisely those subsets whose intersection with each compact 
subset is closed). Clearly every k-space is a k,-space. We will need the following 
converse, found for example in [4]. 
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Lemma 4.1. A hemicompact k,-space is a k-space. 
Proof. Let X = U {A,,: n E N}, where each A,, is compact, and where every compact 
subset of X is contained in some A,. Suppose that X is not a k-space. Then there 
exists a subset S of X which is not closed in X but whose intersection with each 
A,, is closed. So S has an accumulation point x which is not in S. We may assume 
that x E A, and that each A, is contained in A,, ,. There exists a continuousf, : A, + lF4 
such that f,(Sn A,) = (0) and f,(x) = 1. Now f, can be extended to a continuous 
f2: A2 + [w such that fi(S n AZ) = {0}, and f2 can be extended to f3, and so on. This 
defines a function f: X + R. Since each f 1 A,, = fn, which is continuous, then the 
restriction of f to each compact subspace of X is continuous. However, since 
f(S) = (0) and f(x) = 1, then f is not continuous. Therefore X is not a b-space. q 
The equivalence of (a) and (d) in the next theorem can be found in [12]. 
Theorem 4.2. The following are equivalent. 
(a) C,(X) is completely metrizable. 
(b) C,(X) is tech complete. 
(c) C,(X) is sieve complete. 
(d) X is a hemicompact k-space. 
Proof. (a) + (b) + (c): These are immediate. 
(c)+(a): A sieve complete space is of point countable type, and a metrizable 
sieve complete space is completely metrizable. The result now follows from Theorem 
3.2. 
(a)+(d): By Lemma 4.1, it suffices to show that X is a kn-space. Since C,(X) 
is completely metrizable, it will be uniformly complete. The result follows from 
Theorem 2.1. An alternate proof is to use Theorem 6.1. 
(d) -+ (a): Use the proof that (g) + (a) in Theorem 3.2 with the following addition. 
Since X is a k-space, the natural map cp will be a quotient map. Therefore the 
induced map cp* will have a closed image. q 
In Section 7, we will add some additional statements to the list in Theorem 4.2. 
Another completeness property which is implied by tech completeness is that of 
pseudo-completeness, introduced in [lo]. This is a space having a sequence of n-bases 
{93,,: n E N} (a r-base is a family of nonempty open sets such that every nonempty 
open set contains a member of this family) such that whenever B, E !J3,, for each n 
and &,+, c B,, then n{B,: ~ERJ}#I?. 
One of the weakest completeness properties is that of being a Baire space. For a 
homogeneous space, such as C,(X), the space is a Baire space if and only if it is of 
second category in itself. The following theorem gives a necessary condition for C,(X) 
to be a Baire space, and hence for C,(X) to have any completeness property. 
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Theorem 4.3. If C,(X) is a Bake space, then every closed pseudocompact subset of 
X is compact. 
Proof. Suppose that A is a closed pseudocompact subset of X which is not compact. 
For each n E N, define the open set G,, = U {[{a}, (n, n + l)]: a E A}. Since A is not 
contained in any compact subset of X, then each G, is dense in C,(X). But since 
A is pseudocompact, then l-j {G,: n E kJ> = 0. Therefore C,(X) would be of first 
category in itself. 0 
We will use the next result, which is a strengthening of a theorem in [8]. 
Theorem 4.4. Zf C,(X) is a Baire space, then X is locally compact at each point at 
which it is locally a q-space. 
Proof. Suppose that X is locally a q-space at x but is not locally compact at x. 
Then x has a nested sequence { U,, : n E N} of open neighborhoods such that whenever 
x, E U, for each n, then {x,: n E kl} has a cluster point. For each n, let A,, = l?,,\ U,,,. 
Suppose that each A, were compact. Let {x,: n E fV} be a sequence in 0,. If {x,: n E N} 
is contained in the union of finitely many A,,, then it will have a cluster point. 
Otherwise it will have a subsequence {x,~: i E N} such that each x,, E Ui. Then by 
hypothesis {x,: n E f+J} will still have a cluster point. But this would mean that l?, 
is compact, which is a contradiction. Therefore, there is some k, EN such that Ak, 
is not compact. By repeating this argument, we may find an increasing sequence 
{k,: n E N} such that each Akn is not compact. Finally, for each n, define G, = 
lJ {[{a), (n, n + l)]: a E Ak,}, which is an open dense subset of C,(X). 
Suppose there exists an f~ n {G, : n E N}. Then for each n, there exists an a, E Ak, 
such that f(a,) E (n, n + 1). Now {a,: n E kl} would have a cluster point, which is 
impossible if f is continuous. Therefore n {G,: n E kJ} = 0, so that C,(X) is not a 
Baire space. 0 
Corollary 4.5. If X is a paracompact q-space, then the following are equivalent. 
(a) C,(X) is a Baire space. 
(b) C,(X) is pseudo-complete. 
(c) C,(X) is a product of completely metrizable spaces. 
(d) X is a topological sum of hemicompact k-spaces. 
(e) X is locally compact. 
Proof. (b) + (a): This is immediate. 
(c) + (b): This is because pseudo-completeness is a productive property. 
(d) + (c): This follows from Theorem 4.2. 
(e) + (d): Every locally compact, paracompact space is the topological sum of 
hemicompact spaces. 
(a) + (e): This follows from Theorem 4.4. 0 
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It should be pointed out that instead of ‘pseudo-completeness’ in part (b) of 
Corollary 4.5, we could have used any productive completeness property (see [2] 
for a list of such properties). 
5. Properties of Fk(X) 
The space C,(X) is naturally embedded in the space F(X) of all real-valued 
functions on X, where the topology is the topology of pointwise convergence 
(product topology). It is shown in [5] that C,(X) contains a dense Gs subset of 
F(X) if and only if X is discrete. In the next section we develop an analog to this 
result for the compact-open topology. 
We first need an acceptable definition for the compact-open topology on F(X). 
Take as subbasic open subsets of &(X), sets of the form [A, V], = 
{f~ F(X): f(A) c V}, where A is a compact subset of X and V is a bounded open 
interval. 
Lemma 5.1. 7’he space Fk(X) is a Tychono#space. 
Proof. Since the topology on Fk(X) is finer than the product topology, then &(X) 
is a Hausdorff space. To see that &(X) is completely regular, let [A, V], be a 
subbasicopensetin Fk(X) andletf,E[A, V], Sayp=inff,(A), q=supfo(A),and 
V=(r,s). Define gEC(R) by:g(t)=O if pstcq, g(t)=1 if rcr or sst, g(t)= 
(t-q)/(s-q) if q<t<s, and g(t)=(t-p)/(r-p) if r<t<p. Then define 
cp : &(X1 + R by CPU) = SUP &f(A)). Clearly dfo) = 0 and dK(W\[A, %I = {l), 
so it remains to see that cp is continuous. Let f~ &(X) and 0 < a < q(f) < b < 1. 
Note that g-‘([0, b)) is a bounded open interval, so W = [A, g-‘(CO, b))]r is an 
open neighborhood off in Fk(X). We see that for each x E A, [{x}, g-‘([O, a])],= = 
{YE K(X): f(x) E g-%0, aI)1 is a closed subset of Fk(X). Then C = 
n {[1x], gP’([O, al)]: x E A} is closed in &(X), so that W\C is open. We see that 
fc W\C, and that if f’ E W\C then a < cp(f’) < b. For the cases where 0~ p(f) < b 
and a < q(f) s 1, use W and &(X)\C, respectively. q 
Lemma 5.2. The space C,(X) is a dense subspace ofFk(X). 
Proof. Let B = [A,, V,lF n. . . n [A,,, V,,]r be a basic open subset of Fk(X) contain- 
ing some g E Fk(X). For each 1 s k s n, let S(k, l), . . . , S(k, p(k)) be all possible 
sets of precisely k distinct positive integers less than or equal to n such that 
n{A,:jES(k,i)}#P)foralll~i~ p(k), if such sets exist. If k is such that no such 
sets exist, then let p(k) = 0. Let m be the largest k such that p(k) > 0. For each 
lcksm and lsisp(k), let A(k,i)=n{A,:jES(k,i)} and V(k,i)= 
n { y: j E S( k, i)}. Each V( k, i) is a nonempty open interval. 
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For each 1 s k s m, let M(k) be the set of integers i such that 1 s i <p(k) and 
such that there does not exist k’> k and 1 G i’s p(k’) with S(k, i) c S(k’, i’). Now 
M(m) # 0, but M(k) may be empty for 1 <k<m. For each lsksrn such that 
M(k) # 0, and for each i E M(k), let a(k, i) E A(k, i). Define D(m) = 
u {A(k, i): 1 G k sm,M(k)#0, and iEM(k Notice that U{A(k,i): lsic 
p(m)}c D(m). Then define fm:D(m)+R by fm(x)=g(a(k, i)) if xEA(k, i) for 
lcksrn and iEM( 
Define f E C,(X) as follows. If m = 1, then let f be any continuous extension of 
fm to X. If m > 1, then first define a sequence {fm, . . . , f,} by induction as follows. 
Suppose 1 G k < m and continuous fk+,: D(k+ 1) + R has been defined such that 
fktl(D(k+l)nA(k+l, i))c V(k+l, i) for 1 sicp(k+l), and that for k<m-1, 
D(k+2)cD(k+l) and fk+,lD(k+2)=fkf2. To define fk: D(k) + R, first let 
D(k, l)=D(k+l)uA(k, l), and let fk,l:D(k, l)+R be a continuous extension of 
fktl such that fk,(A(k, 1)) = V(k, 1). Next let D(k, 2) = D(k, 1) u A(k, 2), and let 
fk,2 : D( k, 2) + If3 be a continuous extension of fk,, such that fk,J A( k, 2)) = V( k, 2). 
Continue finding continuous extensions in this manner until fk,p(kj : D( k, p(k)) + R 
has been defined. Then take D(k) = D( k, p(k)) and fk = fkpckj. This defines our 
sequence {f,,, . . . , f,}. Now let f be a continuous extension of fi to X. This defines 
an f E B n C,(X) as desired. 0 
Lemma 5.3. The space Fk(X) is pseudo-complete. 
Proof. Let E3 be the standard base for &(X). Let {B,: n EN} be a sequence of 
nonempty members of 58 such that each &+,c B,. We wish to define an f E 
n{B,: n~b4); so let XEX. For each n, write B,=n{[C, VCIF: CE %,,}, where %“, 
is a finite family of compact subsets of X and V, is a bounded open interval. Also 
for each n, let V,(x) = n { Vc: C E %,, and x E C}, which is nonempty since B, f 0. 
To see that V”+,(x)= V,,(x), let CE V”+,(x). Let gOE B,+,, and define gE Fk(X) by 
g(y)=gO(y) for y#x and g(x)=t. Now let W=[K,, V,IFn-.-n[K,, V,,lF be a 
basic neighborhood of g in Fk(X). If x +Z K1 u * . . u K,, then g, E W, so that W n 
B,+l # 0. On the other hand, suppose that x E K, u. * * u K,. Let V= n {Vi/i: x E K, 
for 1 s i< n}. Then t =g(x)~ V, so that there is some t’E Vn V,+,(x). Define 
g’E Fk(X) by g’(y) = go(y) for y # x and g’(x) = t’. Then g’E B,,, n W. Therefore 
g E B,+,, so that gc B,. But this means that tE V,,(x), and hence V,+,(x)c V,(x). 
We now know that since each V,(x) is bounded, then there exists some f(x)E 
n {V,,(x): n E bd}. Since x was arbitrary, this defines f E Fk(X), which by construction 
must be in n {B,: n E b4). 0 
For f E Fk(X), we define the shift map on Fk(X) with respect to f as follows. 
Define 0,: Fk(X)+ Fk(X) by Of(g) =f +g for all ge Fk(X). With the product 
topology on F(X), this would be a homeomorphism. However, this is not in general 
true for the compact-open topology. The situation is given by the next theorem. 
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Theorem 5.4. The following are equivalent for f E F,(X). 
(a) 0, is a homeomorphism. 
(b) 0, is continuous. 
(c) f) A is continuous for each compact subspace A of X. 
Proof. (b) + (c): Suppose that f E Fk(X) and that there exists a compact subset A 
of X such that f) A is not continuous at some a E A. Then there exists an E > 0 so 
that for every neighborhood U of a, f( U n A) is not contained in the interval 
(f(u) - e, f(u) + E). Now if fO is the zero function, then 0,(-f) = fO; so if V is the 
interval (--F, E), then 0,(-f) E [A, VI,. Let W = [A,, V,]r n. . * n [A,,, V,]r be any 
basic open subset of F,(X) which contains -J: Without loss of generality, suppose 
ugAi for l<i<rn and UEA, for m+l<i<n. Then -f(a)EV,n...nV,,,. By 
hypothesis, there exists an U’E A\(A,+, u. . . u A,) such that If(a’) -f(a)1 2 E. 
Define g E Fk(X) by g(x) = -f(x) if x # a’ and g(a’) = -f(u). Then g E W, while 
IOr(g)(a')l=I(f+g)(a')l=If(a')-f(a)l~&. But then Or(g)&[A, VI,, so that 
O,(W) is not contained in [A, V]. Therefore, 0, is not continuous. 
(c) + (a): Now 0, is obviously a bijection. It suffices to show that 0, is continuous 
since 07’ =O_/. Let ge Fk(X), and let [A, V], be a subbasic open subset of Fk(X) 
containing Of(g). Then there exists an E > 0 such that (a, - E, b,+ E) c V, where 
a, = inf(f + g)(A) and bO = sup(f + g)(A). Since f is continuous, each a E A has a 
neighborhood U(a)inXsuchthatf(U(a))c(f(a)-~~,f(u)+~~).Thenthereexist 
a,, . ‘. > a,, E A and closed subsets A,, . . . , A,, of A such that A = 
A,u. ..uA, and A,cU(a,) for each lsisn. Also for each i, define V, = 
(a,-f(ai)-$e,b,-f(a,)+$e).Thendefine W=[A,, V,IFn*..n[A,, VnlF.Tosee 
that gE[A,, VIF, let SEA,, and observe that a,-f(q)-fs<a,-f(a)Gg(a)G 
b,-f(a) < b,-f(a,)++e. So W is a neighborhood of g in Fk(X). Finally, to see 
that of(W) c [A, V], let h E W. Let t E (f + h)(A). Then there exists an a E A 
with It-(f+h)(a)(<$e, and there exists an i such that a E Ai. Therefore 
t<f(a)+h(a)+fe<f(a)+(b,-f(ai)+fe)+te<bo+e. Similarly, t>a,-&, SO 
that t E V, and hence f + h E [A, VI,. q 
Corollary 5.5. Zf X is a k,-space, then Or is continuous if and only iff is continuous. 
6. Subsets of C,(X) which are G, sets in Fk(X) 
We can now apply the results of the previous section to the study of Gs 
subsets of Fk(X). First we immediately obtain the following analog of the first 
theorem in [5]. 
Theorem 6.1. Zf C,(X) contains a dense G6 subset of Fk(X), then X is a k,-space. 
Proof. Suppose X is not a k,-space. Then there exists a non-continuous f E Fk(X) 
such that f I A is continuous for every compact subspace A of X. But then 0, is a 
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homeomorphism which moves C,(X) off of itself. Since &(X) is pseudo-complete 
and thus a Baire space, it cannot contain two disjoint dense G6 subsets. Therefore, 
since C,(X) is dense in Fk(X), then C,(X) cannot contain a dense Gs subset of 
Fk(X). 0 
The next theorem on G6 sets should be compared with Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 6.2. 7’he following are equivalent. 
(a) Compact subsets of&(X) are G6 sets in Fk(X). 
(b) Points ofCk(X) are Gs sets in Fk(X). 
(c) X is u-compact. 
Proof. (b) + (c): Suppose n {I?,: n E N} = {So}, where f0 is the zero function and 
each B, is a basic open subset of&(X). Say each B, = [A!,, V!,lF n. . . n [AZ, VilF 
for some k = k(n). Then define A = IJ {AL: n E N and 1 s is k(n)}. If there exists 
an XE X\A, then define f~ &(X) by f(v) =0 for y # x and f(x) = 1. Clearly 
f~ n {B,: n E N}, while fffo. So no such x exists and X = A, which is u-compact. 
(c)+(a): Let X=U{A,: n E N} where each A, is compact and each A, c A,,+,, 
and let K be a compact subset of C,(X). First let f~ K and n E F% For each x E A,, 
let V(f, n, x) = (f(x) - l/n,f(x) + l/n). Since f is continuous, for each x E A,, there 
exists a closed subset A(f; n, x) of A,,, which is a neighborhood of x in A,, and is 
such that f(A(f; n, x)) c V(f, n, x). Since A, is compact, there exists a finite subset 
S(f; n) of A, with A,, c {A(f; n, x): x E S(f; n)}. Now define W(L n) = 
n {[A(J; n, x), V(f; n, x)]~: x E S(f, n)}. Next let n EN. Since K is compact, there 
exists a finite subset K, of K such that K = IJ { W(f; n): f E K,}. Then define 
w,=U{w(f;n):f~KJ. 
We wish to show that K = n { W,: n E N}. Clearly K c n { W,,: n E N}, so let 
g E F,(X)\K. For each f E K, there exists an X~E X such that f(xr) # g(xf); let U, 
and V’ be disjoint bounded open intervals containingf(~~) and g(xr), respectively. 
Since K is compact, there exists a finite subset L of K such that Kc 
u {L{xJ, U~IF: f~ L). N ow there exists an m EN such that {xr: f~ L} c A,,,. For 
each f~ L, let df be the distance from g(x,) to the complement of V$. Then let 
d = min{df: f E L}, and let n E N with n > max{ m, l/d}. To see that g e W,, for this 
n, let h E K,. Then there exists an f E L such that h E [{x~}, U,], Since xr E A,, there 
exists an x E S(h, n) with X~E A(h, n, x), so that h(x,) E V(h, n, x). But since h(x,) E 
Ufi then V( h, n, x) intersects the complement of V, Since l/n is less than the distance 
from g(xf) to the complement of V’ and since the diameter of V( h, n, x) is 2/n, 
then g(xf) r! V( h, n, x). Also since xr E A( h, n, x), then g EJ W( h, n). Finally, since h 
is arbitrarily chosen from K,, then gr? W,,. Therefore g g n { W,,: n EN}, so that 
K=r){W,,: nEN} as desired. 0 
We need another theorem involving Gs sets which can be found in [8]. We sketch 
its proof for the sake of being complete. 
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Theorem 6.3. Zf C,(X) contains a nonempty Gs subset of Fk(X), then X is the 
topological sum of a u-compact space and a discrete space. 
Proof. Suppose fe G = n {B,: n E FU}, where each B, is a basic open set in &(X) 
and where G c C,(X). Let A be defined the same as in the proof of (b) + (c) of 
Theorem 6.2, and let B = X\A. The key to showing that B is closed and discrete is 
the fact that if g E Fk(X) with g 1 A =f] A, then g E C,(X). To see that each point 
b E B is isolated in X, define g E &(X) by g(x) =f(x) for x # b and g(b) =f( b) + 1. 
To see that each point a of A is not an accumulation point of B, define g E &(X) 
by g(x) =f(x) for x E A and g(x) =f(a)+ 1 for x E B. q 
Butting these results together gives us a partial characterization of C,(X) being 
a Gs subset of &(X). 
Theorem 6.4. Zf X is a q-space then the following are equivalent. 
(a) C,(X) is a Gs subset ofFk(X). 
(b) C,(X) contains a dense Gs subset of&(X). 
(c) X is the topological sum of a locally compact Lindeliif space and a discrete space. 
(d) X is the topological sum of a hemicompact k-space and a discrete space. 
Proof. (a)+(b): This is because C,(X) is a dense subset of &(X). 
(b) + (c): If C,(X) contains a dense Gfi subset of &(X), then since Fk(X) is a 
Baire space, so is C,(X). Therefore X is locally compact by Theorem 4.4. From 
Theorem 6.3, we see that X is the sum of a cr-compact space A and a discrete space 
B. Therefore A is a locally compact Lindelof space. 
(c) + (d): Every locally compact Lindelijf space is a hemicompact k-space. 
(d) + (a): Let X be the sum of hemicompact k-space A and discrete space B. 
Since C,(A) is tech complete by Theorem 4.2, then C,(A) is a Gs subset of F,(A). 
Also C,(B) is equal to F,(B), so that C,(A) x C,(B) is a Gs subset of F,(A) x Fk( B). 
Finally, Fk(X) is homeomorphic to F,(A) x Fk( B) under the homeomorphism which 
takes f to (f 1 A, f 1 B). Note that this homeomorphism takes C,(X) to C,(A) x 
C,(B). cl 
7. More on completeness of C,(X) 
The study of the completeness of C,(X) was begun in Section 4. We now continue 
this study, and extend the list of equivalent completeness properties on C,(X) 
begun in Theorem 4.2. 
Every tech complete space is pseudo-complete, and in fact every space which 
contains a dense tech complete subspace is pseudo-complete. Spaces which contain 
dense Tech complete subspaces are called almost Tech complete. See [2] for a study 
of this kind of property. We see in the next theorem that this property is equivalent 
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to complete metrizability for C,(X). Also in the next theorem, the term a-space 
refers to a space having a a-locally finite network. 
Theorem 7.1. The following are equivalent. 
(a) C,(X) is completely metrizable. 
(b) C,(X) is almost tech complete. 
(c) C,(X) is a pseudo-complete q-space. 
(d) C,(X) is a pseudo-complete u-space. 
Proof. (d) + (c): A Baire space which is a a-space has a dense metrizable subspace 
[6]. Therefore by Theorem 3.2, if C,(X) is a Baire space which is a c-space, then 
it is a q-space. 
(c)+(b): If C,(X) is a pseudo-complete q-space, then by Theorem 3.2, C,(X) 
is a metrizable pseudo-complete space. But then C,(X) is almost Tech complete [I]. 
(b) + (a): Suppose that C,(X) contains a dense tech complete subspace. Then 
C,(X) contains a dense G, subset of Fk(X), so that by Theorem 6.1, X is a &space. 
Now a tech complete space is of point countable type, so it follows from Theorem 
3.2 that X is hemicompact. Therefore X is a hemicompact k-space, and thus C,(X) 
is completely metrizable. 0 
The q-space and a-space hypotheses in Theorem 7.1 cannot be omitted. This can 
be seen from [7] by taking X to be any uncountable non-discrete normal space 
such that every countable subset is closed. Then the compact subsets of X are finite 
so that C,(X) is the same as C,(X), which is pseudo-complete but not metrizable 
and not almost Tech complete. 
Whenever X is an M-space, we can add more statements to the list in 
Theorem 7.1. 
Theorem 7.2. If X is an M-space, then the following are equivalent. 
(a) C,(X) is completely metrizable. 
(b) C,(X) is metrizable. 
(c) C,(X) is a submetrizable Baire space. 
(d) X is a locally compact LindelGf space. 
Proof. (b) + (a): If C,(X) is metrizable, then X is hemicompact by Theorem 3.2. 
Since a hemicompact space is Lindelof, it is paracompact. But a paracompact 
M-space is of point countable type, and is thus a k-space. From Theorem 4.2, we 
see that C,(X) is then completely metrizable. 
(c) + (d): Suppose C,(X) is a submetrizable Baire space. Since X is an M-space, 
it is a q-space. Then by Theorem 4.4, X is locally compact. Also Theorem 3.1 tells 
us that X is almost a-compact, so that X contains a dense Lindeliif subspace. 
Therefore, to show that X is Lindelbf, it suffices to show that X is paracompact. 
Now since X is an M-space, there exists a metric space Y and a quasi-perfect map 
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f: X+ Y (f is closed and each point inverse is countably compact). If it turns out 
that f is perfect, then X will be paracompact. But the fact that f is perfect follows 
from Theorem 4.3, since countably compact sets are pseudocompact. 
(d)+(a): This is immediate since every locally compact Lindelof space is a 
hemicompact k-space. 0 
8. Games for studying completeness of C,(X) 
In this section two games played on X will be developed which will aid in our 
study of the completeness of C,(X). This will allow us to characterize when C,(X) 
is weakly a-favorable. Also this will give us an easy to use necessary condition on 
X for C,(X) to be pseudo-complete. 
In the first game played on X, which we will call T,(X), two players, I and II, 
take turns choosing compact subsets of X. On the nth play, player I chooses A,, 
and player II chooses B,. The only restriction is on player I, who must choose A,, 
disjoint from B, u * + * u II,_, for n > 1. Now player II wins if {A,,: n E IY} is a discrete 
family in X; otherwise player I wins. 
In the second game, called T,(X), player I and player II also take turns choosing 
compact subsets of X; this time with no restriction. On the nth play, player I chooses 
A,, and player II chooses B,. Let R, =A,, and for each n> 1, let R, = 
A,\(& u. . . u B,_,). Then player II wins if {R,: n EN} is a discrete family in X; 
otherwise player I wins. 
Obviously if player II has a winning strategy in T,(X), then player II has a 
winning strategy in T,(X). The next lemma establishes the converse for locally 
compact X. 
Lemma 8.1. IfX is locally compact and player II has a winning strategy in T,(X), 
then player II has a winning strategy in T,(X). 
Proof. Let W, be a winning strategy for player II in T,(X). Define strategy a, for 
player II in T,(X) by induction as follows. First let player I choose AI. Now take 
R, = A,; and let A; = A, and B: = cr,(A:). Player II should take B, = uZ(AI) to be 
a compact set which contains B{ in its interior. For the induction step, suppose 
player I has chosen A,, for n > 1, and suppose A,, A{, B,, B:, . . . , A,_,, AL-,, B,_l, 
BL_, have been defined so that each BI is contained in the interior of Bi. Now let 
R,=A,\(B,u. . . u B,_,) and let AL = l?,,, so that Ah is disjoint from B: u. . . u 
BL-,. Then define BL = a(Ai, . . . , AL). Player II should take B, = m2(A1,. . . , A,,) 
to be a compact set which contains BL in its interior. Now (A:, B:, A;, B:, . . .) is a 
play in T,(X). Since (+, is a winning strategy for player II in T,(X), then {AL: n EN} 
is a discrete family in X. But each R, c A;, so that {R,: n E tU} is a discrete family 
in X. Therefore player II wins in the play (A,, B1, AZ, B2,. . .) in T,(X), and thus 
(T* is a winning strategy for player II in T,(X). 0 
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We now discuss another game, which defines a completeness property, and which 
we will play on C,(X). The Banach-Mazur game played on a space Y has the 
following rules. Players I and II take turns choosing open sets, U,, and V,,, respec- 
tively, such that each V,, = U,, and each U,,, c V,,. Then player I wins if n {U,,: n E 
N} = 0; otherwise player II wins. Now Y is a Baire space if and only if player I 
does not have a winning strategy in the Banach-Mazur game played on Y (cf. [9]). 
If player II has a winning strategy in the Banach-Mazur game played on Y, then 
Y is called a weakly a$zvoruble space [ 131. This is a property which is implied by 
Tech completeness. The following theorems relate this property on C,(X) to the 
games T,(X) and T,(X). 
Theorem 8.2. If C,(X) is weakly a-favorable, then player II has a winning strategy 
in T,(X). 
Proof. Let T be a winning strategy for player II in the Banach-Mazur game on 
C,(X). Define a strategy u for player II in T,(X) as follows. First suppose that 
player I chooses A,. Let f, be the constant 1 function on X, and let U, = (fi, A,, $). 
There is a nonempty basic open set V, = (g,, B,, E,) which is contained in T( U,). 
Note that since V, c T( U,) c U1, then A, c B, and E, of. Now player II should 
choose cr(A,) = B,. 
For the induction step, let n > 1 and suppose that player I has chosen A,,; and 
if n > 2, suppose for each k between 2 and n - 1 that U, = (fj, Ak LJ Bk_,, ;E~_,) and 
V, = (gk, Bk, Ed) have been defined so that (U,, . . . , U,) is in the domain of T, so 
that V, c T( U,, . . . , U,), and so that E k G 1/2k. Then let fn E c,(X) be such that 
f”(x) = g,-,(x) for each XE B,_, and fn(x) = n for each XE A,,. Define U,, = 
(fn, A, u BnPl,$~,_,), which is contained in V,_,. Then (U,, . . . , U,,) is in the domain 
of T, so that there is a basic open set V,, =(g,, B,, E,) which is contained in 
r( u,, . . . > U,,). We see that since V,, = T( U,, . . . , U,) c U,, then E, S;.sn_, S l/2”. 
Finally player II should choose a(A,, . . . , A,,) = B,. This defines the strategy (+. 
To see that v is a winning strategy for player II in T,(X), first observe that there 
is an fEn{U,,: nEN}. Now for each n, if XEA,, then If(x)-fn(x)I<1/2”. This 
means that each f(A”)C (n-1/2”, n+ l/2”), so that {f(An): n EN} is a discrete 
family in R. But then since f is continuous, {A,: n E lV} must be a discrete family 
inX. 0 
Theorem 8.3. If X is a normal space and player II has a winning strategy in I’,(X), 
then c,(X) is weakly cY-favorable. 
Proof. Let o be a winning strategy for player II in T,(X). Define a new strategy 
V’ for player II in T,(X) by taking c+‘(A1,. . . , A,,) = A,, u a(A,, . . . , A,,). Then u’ 
is still a winning strategy for player II in T,(X). Now define strategy T for player 
II in the Banach-Mazur game on C,(X) as follows. For the nth play, suppose 
player I has chosen U,, such that if n > 1, then U,, c T( U,, . . . , U,_,). Let (f”. A,, E,) 
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be a basic open subset of C,(X) contained in U,. Also let B, = o’(A1,. . . , A,), and 
let EL = min{ie,, l/2”}. Then player II should choose V, = T( U1,. . . , U,) to be the 
basic open set (fn, B,, EL). 
To see that T is a winning strategy, first note that for each n, A, c B, c A,+l. Let 
S, = A,, and for each n > 1, let S,, be the closure of A,\B,_,. Then {S,: n EN} is a 
discrete family in X. Also if S = U {S,: n E N}, then S is closed in X. For each rn E N, 
{fJSfn. . n E FU} is uniformly Cauchy in C,(S,), and therefore converges to a g, E 
C,(S,). Since {S,: n E N} is locally finite, then the combination function g: S + R 
of the family {g, . m E N} is continuous. Since X is normal, then g has an extension 
f~ C,(X). We see that f~ n {U,,: n EN}, so that r is a winning strategy for player 
II in the Banach-Mazur game on C,(X). 0 
The proof of Theorem 8.3 in fact shows that player II has a winning strategy in 
the game of Choquet played on C,(X) (this is sometimes called strongly (Y- 
favorable). 
Corollary 8.4. If X is a normal q-space, then the following are equivalent. 
(a) C,(X) is weakly a-favorable. 
(b) Player II has a winning strategy in I,(X). 
(c) X is locally compact and player II has a winning strategy in T,(X). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 8.1 and Theorems 8.2, 8.3, and 4.4. 0 
Using the above result we obtain a necessary condition for C,(X) to be weakly 
a-favorable. 
Lemma 8.5. If X is an almost u-compact, locally compact space and player II has a 
winning strategy in I,(X), then X is u-compact. 
Proof. Let {C,: n E N} be a sequence of compact subsets of X whose union is dense 
in X. Let (T be a winning strategy for player II in T,(X). Define a new strategy u’ 
for player II by taking o’(A,, . . . , A,) = C, u o(A,, . . . , A,,); this is still a winning 
strategy. Now player I will also use the strategy &. Let BO = 0, let A, = o’( B,), and 
let B, = o’(A,). For n > 1, define A,, and B, inductively by A,, = o’(&,, . . . , B,_,) 
and B,=o’(A1 ,_.., A,). For each n, let R,=A,\(B,u~~~uB,_,) and S,= 
B,\(A, u . . . u A,,). Then both {R,: n E N} and {S,: n E N} are discrete families in X. 
Now (U{R,: rt~N})u(U{&: neN})=(U{A,: n~N})u(u{B,: HEN}), 
which is a dense a-compact subset of X; call it D. To see that D = X, let x E X. 
There exists a neighborhood U of x which intersects at most one R, and at most 
one S,. Since D is dense in X, then x must be in the closure of some R, or some 
S,. This means that x is in some A,, or some B,. 0 
Theorem 8.6. If X is a q-space and C,(X) is weakly a-favorable, then the closure of 
every u-compact subset of X is u-compact (and locally compact). 
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Proof. Let Y be the closure of a a-compact subset of X. The inclusion map i : Y + X 
induces a continuous function i *: C,(X)+ C,(Y) which is an open function onto 
a dense subspace of C,(Y). This means that C,(Y) is weakly a-favorable. By 
Corollary 8.4, Y is locally compact and player II has a winning strategy in r,(Y). 
Therefore Y is a-compact by Lemma 8.5. 0 
The converse of Theorem 8.6 is not true, even if X is a locally compact space. 
This can be seen by taking X to be the space of countable ordinals with the order 
topology. Since X is pseudocompact but not compact, then C,(X) is of first category 
in itself by Theorem 4.3. 
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